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Abstract
This paper describes how capturing circuit breaker first trip data  
is the first step in finding out the true circuit breaker condition and 
avoiding customer interruptions due to slow trips. Then how the 
introduction of Remote Testing utilising Online Monitoring removes 
the need for a substation visit to test the circuit breaker thereby 
freeing up scarce resources. Finally, the application of Machine 
Learning enables large amounts of data to be analysed in real time 
and provide details of defects within the circuit breaker mechanical 
and electrical systems. The classification of these defects within  
a Condition Group helps determines the necessary action to take. 

Background
A key requirement from electricity networks is to provide safe, 
efficient, and reliable power to customers. So, when faults occur 
due to weather, equipment failure, or accidental damage, then the 
circuit breaker must quickly disconnect the fault in order to protect 
the network upstream of the circuit breaker and maintain supply  
to the majority of customers.

Therefore. the Circuit Breaker can be considered as the guardian  
of the power network.
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First Trip Profiling
The failure of conventional timing tests to diagnose the causes  
of slow tripping circuit breakers lead to the search for a technique 
that would pinpoint the cause during the critical first trip. Although 
timing tests can confirm that circuit breakers overall operation 
is within set limits, it was discovered that monitoring the current 
flowing through the trip coil provided a very powerful methodology 
for analysing the readiness of a circuit breaker to trip. Trip coil 
profiling was developed as a condition monitoring technique  
where deviation from a standard profile could help to pinpoint  
a potential problem within either the trip coil or circuit breaker  
main operating mechanism.

This method of testing enables a utility to move from Time Based 
Maintenance towards Condition Based Maintenance which is  
a more effective maintenance strategy as it is based on knowing  
the true condition of the circuit breaker. 

The test can be performed on any circuit breaker using a hand-held 
device (P3) with non-invasive connections which connect to the 
secondary control circuit. There are 3 sensors as follows:

1. DC Hall Effect CT to measure the trip coil current

2. AC Peg CT’s to measure the AC current in the primary circuit 

3. DC probes to measure the battery voltage

The following schematic shows how the P3 is connected:
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Below is a typical trip coil profile showing  
the key parameters that can be analysed:

Deviation from any of these parameters can indicate a defect. 
Below are some examples:

Description
Reason for deviation 
from standard

Examples

Zero to A
Energising of Trip Coil 

Problem with electrical 
characteristics of trip 
coil or supply voltage

•   Circuit Breaker fitted with 
incorrect trip coil (should 
operate at 85% nominal)

A-B-C 
Plunger and striker pin 
travel and contact is made 
with trip bar 

Restrictive forces 
impede travel of 
plunger/striker pin

•   Oil & greases providing  
a dashpoint action

• Insufficient lubricant
• Misalignment of coil 

C-D 
Striker pin making 
contact with trip bar & 
overcoming inertia of 
latch 

Increased resistance 
of trip bar/latch 
mechanism

•   Incorrect adjustment  
of latching mechanism

•   Inadequate lubrication 

D-E 
Plunger, striker pin, trip 
bar and latch move 
together. E represents 
point at which plunger 
strikes buffer

The trip bar is 
restricted throughout 
its travel

•   Misalignment of trip bar 
and striker pin guide

•   Guide wear causing 
striker pin to make  
partial contact
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Remote Testing It has been shown that 80% of defects can be detected  
by First Trip Profiling. These include:

1.  Detect if the circuit breaker operating time is outside limits  
due to the Trip/Close coil or main mechanism.

2. Determine the state of ‘health’ of Close and Trip coil mechanisms

3. The condition of the DC supply and associated wiring

4. The presence of ‘sticky’ or faulty circuit breaker auxiliary contacts

This leads to major benefits.

• Improves circuit breaker performance (no more slow trips!)

• Minimizes damage to plant and risk of injury to personnel.

• Enables a condition based maintenance strategy.

• Reduce operational costs.

Remote Testing
Increasingly utilities are looking at ways to monitor their assets 
without having to use scarce resources to visit substations. This  
has led to the use of Online Monitoring, where critical assets 
such as Transformers and Circuit Breakers can be continuously 
monitored, and data sent to a central location for analysis.

However, when comparing the monitoring requirements of these 
two assets, they differ significantly.

A Transformer is like a living organism where faults can develop 
at any time due to operating conditions and therefore requires 
continuous online monitoring.

A Circuit Breaker however is ‘inactive’ the majority of time as  
it remains closed allowing current to flow to the circuit it controls. 
Failures mainly occur during fault operations when it is critical that  
the circuit breaker operates correctly. Online monitoring will not  
give any advance warning of a potential defect that could  
adversely its performance leading to a slow trip operation.

Therefore, based on this information it is clear that the circuit breaker 
needs to be tested under controlled conditions to determine its 
readiness to trip under fault conditions. This is achieved through First 
Trip Profiling, where the circuit is reconfigured to ensure no customers 
are disconnected when the circuit breaker is tripped via SCADA to 
capture the First Trip Profile data. The same process can be done 
using Online Monitoring to capture the same data remotely without 
having to deploy any resources.
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As previously mentioned, the majority of failures occur when the circuit 
breaker operates under fault conditions. However, there are other 
defects that can occur at any time that still need to be monitored. 

So, the monitoring requirements can be divided into two 
categories; Continuous Monitoring and Remote Testing.

Remote Testing will check the health of the Trip Coil, Auxiliary 
Contacts, Operating Mechanism, Battery and Battery Circuit  
under controlled conditions.

The main parameters for Continuous Monitoring to monitor include; 
SF6 for leakage, Vacuum for loss of pressure, I2T for contact wear. 
Other parameters that can be considered include; temperature  
and partial discharge.

When specifying such a system, key factors to be considered include: 

•  Must be integrated within an overall Substation monitoring platform.

•  Provide data to facilitate an effective condition based 
maintenance programme.

•  Data captured should be converted to meaningful information 
that is capable of detecting and predicting failures, maintenance 
requirements or end of life.

•  The monitoring system must be reliable and easy to maintain.

•  It must be capable of being retrofitted but also installed  
during commissioning.

•  CB Type agnostic solution.

•  It must be economically viable
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Learning to Profile Data
Customers who carry out P3 First Trip Profiling acquire large 
amounts of circuit breaker profiling data that is not always processed 
effectively due to lack of expertise, inaccurate data input, and time 
constraints. This results in an ineffective assessment of the asset 
condition and missed opportunities to identify defects that could  
be rectified through planned maintenance.

Machine Learning is a branch of AI that concerns the construction 
and study of systems that can learn from data. Its key attributes are:

Use of historical data to learn a model of the physical phenomena

Embed the expert knowledge in the models

Not restricted by any kind of data

Continuous improvement of model quality thanks to more data 
and feedback from the users

Objective analysis, without human based errors and variability

Model can be used for prediction, anomaly detection, 
visualization, …

This presents an ideal application for Machine Learning (ML) to 
quickly process large amounts of data and apply algorithms to 
automatically detect key parameters using template matching.

Trip Coil profiles of the same breaker type can have small variations, 
but the shape is preserved.

Therefore, it is possible to create a template to use as a reference 
for analysis:

•  Automatic classification of circuit breaker type and operation. 

•  Generate a template for each circuit breaker type.

•  Improved key-point detection of key parameters using  
template matching.

•  Identify defects and classify severity according to Condition Group.

•  Create maintenance instruction for Asset Management
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a template profile (grey) being compared with a first trip profile. 
Two defects are detected; one showing the Aux Contacts (Acon) 
slow to open and the other showing irregularities on the profile 
plateau indication a possible issue with the auxiliary contacts:

To determine what action is required for each of these  
defects, a Circuit Breaker Condition Group was developed.  
This is explained in the following table:

Condition 
Group 

Description Record Tag Action

Condition 1
Normal, no 
parameters 
outside limits

GOOD None

Condition 2
Parameters outside 
limits 
Eg >20% <50%

SUSPECT
Test CB again within 6 
months and check is 
condition has changed

Condition 3
Parameters outside 
limits 
Eg >50% <100%

SUSPECT
Identify defect and 
arrange planned 
maintenance

Condition 4
Parameters outside 
limits 
Eg >100%

BAD

Severe risk of 
maloperation 
Arrange immediate 
maintenance

So when the CB Condition Group criteria is applied to the  
above MLdata the potential issues can be classified as follows;  
Slow Acon – Condition 4 and Irregular Plateau – Condition 3.

The key benefit from the combination of First Trip Profiling,  
Remote Testing and Machine Learning can be summarised  
in the following process.
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The implementation of First Trip Profiling, along with Remote 
Testing and Machine Learning to monitor circuit breaker operations 
and prevent maloperations can be done in two stages.

The first stage requires a utility to commence a First Trip Profiling 
programme through manual testing of circuit breakers to capture 
the First Trip data under planned conditions. The Profile data can 
then be uploaded to a Portal for analysis by the Machine Learning 
(ML) application. For existing Profile users, they can upload 
their existing Profile database to a Portal which will allow the ML 
application to determine template profiles and provide an historic 
analysis of defects.

The second stage is the full implementation using ‘Touchless 
Technology’ to facilitate Remote Testing and removing the need  
for field resources to be deployed during the testing and  
analysis of defects.

This will provide a quantum leap in the Asset Management  
process for circuit breakers leading to a world call Condition  
Based Maintenance approach.

Stage 1
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The second stage is the full implementation using ‘Touchless 
Technology’ to facilitate Remote Testing and removing the  
need for field resources to be deployed during the testing  
and analysis of defects.

This will provide a quantum leap in the Asset Management  
process for circuit breakers leading to a world call Condition  
Based Maintenance approach.

Stage 2


